Facility/Laboratory Name: ____________________________________________

#54 | #53 | DATE | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | AVG. | Analyst initials/ID
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
Yes | No |     |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |

1. Ten (10) volume checks are required **each day of use** for Cornwall Continuous-pipetting outfit.
2. Individual unit must be etched, identified and tagged with the average volume.
3. Tolerance permitted – 5% of volume.
4. Use a Class “A” graduated 10 ml. Dispense as used during test procedure.
5. Check loop fit over smooth part of drill bit. Loop fits over No. 54 but not a No. 53 twist drill bit.
6. Check loop fit monthly.